
MRIDUL ARYA
LinkedIn | +91 9958695757 | mridularya68@gmail.com | Github

Front-end web developer with a strong passion for creativity, innovation, and continuous learning. Proficient in HTML, CSS,

and JavaScript, with experience in utilizing popular front-end frameworks. Seeking a fast-paced environment to contribute

and grow, bringing a combination of technical skills and a commitment to excellence. Ready to leverage expertise in creating

visually appealing and functional web experiences to support your organization's success.

EDUCATION

Panipat Institute of Engineering and Technology Delhi-NCR

B.Tech (Computer Science) (68% ) Graduation Date: July 2021

WORK EXPERIENCE
Ivy Benefits Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi
Software Engineer Jan 2023 - Present

● Proficiently managed UI development using HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and ReactJS within a dynamic startup environment.

● Led the end-to-end front-end development of the company's web application, ensuring its successful deployment.

● Collaborated seamlessly with cross-functional teams to align the web application with company objectives.

● Achieved a successful production deployment, significantly improving user experience and overall performance.

Rose I.T. Solutions Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi
Frontend Developer Nov 2021 – Jul 2022

● Managed UI development using HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and ReactJS, ensuring seamless user interfaces.

● Implemented reusable components to optimize code efficiency and enhance the speed of the web application.

● Collaborated effectively with the team to deliver high-quality, scalable solutions.

● Demonstrated expertise in creating engaging user experiences, resulting in improved user satisfaction and retention.

TATA Power Virtual
Marketing Analyst Sep 2020 - Oct 2020
● In this Internship, I have learned the concepts of marketing, analysis, and public dealing.

PROJECT

Food Ordering WebApp

● Developed a small-scale clone of a food ordering website with food cards that seamlessly interact and provide real-time

updates using React components and state management.

● Implemented food cards with seamless interaction and real-time updates using React components and state

management (Redux/React Context API). Enabled simultaneous cart updates for multiple users.

● Implemented user authentication and authorization mechanisms to ensure secure access to user-specific carts and

personalized experiences. Also implemented form validation and error handling techniques to enhance user input

accuracy and provide meaningful feedback in case of errors or invalid data.

ACHIEVEMENTS

Google Code Jam 2021

● Scored 23 Points in the qualification round.

Google hash code 2021

● Scored 9,439,452, Ranked 1296 position.

i3indya Ethical Hacking 2019

● Score 56% in i3indya Ethical Hacking Scholarship Exam.

TECHNICAL SKILLS

HTML & CSS JAVASCRIPT (ES NEXT) TYPESCRIPT REACT JS

REDUX REACT-ROUTER-DOM MATERIAL-UI AXIOS

FIREBASE GIT & GITHUB RESPONSIVE DESIGN WEBPACK & NPM

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mridul-arya-059634154/
https://github.com/mridism

